
Surrogacy Plans
Colombia



Welcome to NewGen Families, your modern, inclusive, and friendly 
surrogacy agency, based in Nevada, USA. We’re here to offer 

compassionate guidance, education, and support to all intended 
parents, no matter who, or where you live in the world.

 Our team consists of parents who have been through infertility,  
or a surrogacy journey themselves, so we know the path you’re on 

and we’re excited you’re here.

 We look forward to getting to know you as you embark on the 
incredible journey of welcoming a beautiful baby into your family!



Beginning your surrogacy journey in Colombia is 
the start of a beautiful story for your family —  
a unique and exciting path designed just for you.

Intended parents across the globe have been 
completing their families through Surrogacy in 
Colombia for many years, enjoying an affordable,  
safe, and well-coordinated journey.

Our Guaranteed Plans are designed to bring 
peace of mind and financial security to your 
journey. Our fee covers all essential services 
required to complete your family, and provides 
an unlimited number of clinical procedures 
(Surrogate matching, egg donor selection, IVF, 
embryo transfer, etc.) until the safe arrival of your 
beautiful baby.

We are committed to ensuring you are supported 
throughout your journey.  With NewGen Families, 
you will have 24/7 support from our coordinators 
based in Australia and the USA.

We take the time to understand your needs,  
goals, and timelines and coordinate every step  
of your journey, allowing you to focus on the joy  
of expanding your family.

How our Colombian 
surragacy program works

Colombia Guarantee Plans
Our guarantee plans includes all essential services required to 
complete your family, and provides an unlimited number of clinical 
procedures (Surrogate matching, egg donor selection, IVF, embryo 
transfer, etc.) until the safe arrival of your beautiful baby.

Single Guarantee Plan
Ideal for Intended Parents who dream of one child to 
complete their family.

$75,500 
USD

Double Guarantee Plan
Designed for Intended Parents who wish to have two 
babies to complete their family. Sibling journeys can start 
alongside each other or within two years of the first.

$125,000 
USD

Payment  
milestones

Single 
Guarantee 

Plan
USD

Double Guarantee Plan
USD

Pregnancy 1 Pregnancy 2

1st visit to Colombia $55,500 $80,000

Embryo Transfer $20,000 $22,500 $22,500

Total $75,500 $125,000

Services include

Embryo 
Creation

�	IVF
�	PGT-A testing
�	Additional embryo storage (1 year)

Egg Donation �	Egg donor reimbursement
�	Medications
�	Egg retrieval

Surrogate �	Reimbursement
�	Matching
�	Medical screening
�	Psychological evaluation
�	Legal fees
�	Health insurance
�	Allowances
�	Medication
�	Embryo Transfer Fee
�	Ongoing Medical Care

Legal �	Gestational Surrogate Agreement
�	POA Agreement
�	Immigration advice
�	Parentage orders
�	DNA testing
�	Issuance of birth certificate
�	Issuance of passport
�	Escrow account

Optional Services

There are a few additional services that you can choose to enhance your 
journey. We request an additional $1000 USD to be held in your escrow 
account for any optional services that may arise throughout your journey.  
All remaining funds will be returned to you at the end of your journey.
�	3D Ultrasound $150 USD (approx.)

�	Genetic testing of egg donor $550 USD (approx.)



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PDvCcZ5KxN4&ab_channel=NewGenFamilies


You are our number  
one priority

At NewGen, the entirety of our 
team share the same philosophy 
and mantra of ‘Patient/Intended 
Parent/Surrogate first’. You are our 
focus, and we strive to provide you 
with the best and highest quality 
services at all times.

Personal  
experience

The majority of our staff and 
partners have either undergone IVF 
treatment or completed a surrogacy 
journey themselves. Therefore, we 
understand the complexities and 
range of emotions experienced 
throughout each milestone along 
this beautiful and precious journey.

Professional  
experience

Collectively, our team and trusted 
partners have managed hundreds 
of IVF and surrogacy journeys, 
guiding Intended Parents every 
step of the way until they meet 
their newborns for the first time.

Around the  
clock support

Both our local USA and international 
teams offer 24/7 around the clock 
support. We understand that 
Intended Parents can’t always meet 
or chat during business hours. 
Therefore, our support team is 
available 7 days a week including 
after business hours.

Community

NewGen Families is all about 
building lifelong relationships. 
We cherish our Family catch-ups 
whether they are 1 on 1 meetings 
at a park, via Zoom or at group 
functions that we hold regularly in 
order to keep the NewGen Family 
connected.

LGBTQI & HIV+  
intended parents

Newgen Families is not just 
about supporting the LGBTQI+ 
community, we are the LGBTQI+ 
Community. Our team has collective 
managed hundreds of rainbow 
family surrogacy journeys, and 
we know that building LGBTQI+ 
families is possible, because we 
have done it ourselves and want  
to help you do it too.

There are countless reasons 
to choose NewGen Families. 
Here are just a few...



�	Signing agreements and 
clinic intake documents

�	IP medical records review
�	Open Escrow account
�	Create your Intended 

Parent profile to share with 
your future Surrogate

0-1 month 2-9 months 9-12 months 19-22  months

�	Travel to Bogota for sperm 
deposit 

�	Select an egg donor
�	Preparing egg donor for retrieval
�	Egg retrieval
�	Embryo creation
�	PGT-A testing
�	Surrogate matching
�	Surrogate Agreement
�	Preparing Surrogate for embryo 

transfer

�	Embryo transfer
�	BETA test*
�	Heartbeat scan

12-19 months

�	Ongoing pregnancy 
care through NewGen 
partner clinic

�	Birth

19-25 months

6 months post birth

�	Exit process for international IP’s

�	Escrow account closed and 
remaining funds returned to IP’s*If BETA is negative, the next 

embryo transfer should be 
scheduled within 2 months.

The timeline is based on a common and best-case scenario. 
There are multiple factors that can impact your surrogacy journey. 
Speak to our team to understand what these factors may be and 
how your individual journey may unfold.

From the beginning to the end 
and beyond, we will be there.



More questions?  
Book a free consultation 

with one of our trusted and 
friendly team members

Click here to book a 
consultation with Damien

www.newgenfamilies.com info@newgenfamilies.com

https://calendly.com/dchambersnewgen/60min
https://www.instagram.com/newgenfamilies/?hl=en
https://www.linkedin.com/company/newgen-families/
https://ms-my.facebook.com/NewGenFamilies/
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